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Sir Alex Ferguson's compelling story is always honest and revealing he reflects on his
managerial career that embraced unprecedented European success for Aberdeen and 26
triumphant seasons with Manchester United. Sir Alex Ferguson's best-selling autobiography
has now been updated to offer reflections on events at Manchester United since his retirement
as well as his teachings at the Harvard Business School, a night at the Oscars and a boat tour
round the Hebrides, where he passed unrecognised. The extra material adds fresh insights
and detail on his final years as United's manager. Both the psychology of management and the
detail of football strategy at the top level can be complex matters but no-one has explained
them in a more interesting and accessible way for the general reader than Sir Alex does here.
MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY is revealing, endlessly entertaining and above all inspirational.
Steven Gerrard - legendary captain of Liverpool and England - tells the story of the highs and
lows of a twenty-year career at the top of English and world football. As the only player ever to
have scored in a FA cup final, a league cup final, a UEFA cup final and a champion's league
final, Steven Gerrard is an inspiration to fans and footballers alike. After joining his beloved
Liverpool at the age of eight, he spent the next 28 years, and over 700 games, devoted to this
one club. Perhaps the last player of his calibre that we will see display such extraordinary
longevity and commitment, his loyalty ensures he will be remembered not only as one of the alltime Anfield greats but one of England's finest footballers. In My Story Gerrard dissects his full
playing career. He examines the defining games such as the 2005 Champion's League Final
when he inspired 'The Miracle of Istanbul' as Liverpool came back from 3-0 down against AC
Milan to become champions of Europe. He talks about his 114 caps for England, including
World Cup and European Championship campaigns, asking what went right - and wrong. In
My Story Gerrard dissects his full playing career. He examines the defining games such as the
2005 Champion's League Final when he inspired 'The Miracle of Istanbul' as Liverpool came
back from 3-0 down against AC Milan to become champions of Europe. He talks about his 114
caps for England, including World Cup and European Championship campaigns, asking what
went right - and wrong. He writes candidly of those he's played with and competed against,
from Luis Suárez to Jose Mourinho, his experiences under Brendan Rodgers and Roy
Hodgson. He also has an incredible and rare personal story, telling us of the extraordinary ups
and downs of staying loyal to one club for your entire career. Explosive and searingly honest,
Steven Gerrard's My Story is the last word from an era-defining player.
Robin Friday was an exceptional footballer who should have played for England. He never did.
Robin Friday was a brilliant player who could have played in the top flight. He never did. Why?
Because Robin Friday was a man who would not bow down to anyone, who refused to take life
seriously and who lived every moment as if it were his last. For anyone lucky enough to have
seen him play, Robin Friday was up there with the greats. Take it from one who knows: 'There
is no doubt in my mind that if someone had taken a chance on him he would have set the top
division alight,' says the legendary Stan Bowles. 'He could have gone right to the top, but he
just went off the rails a bit.' Loved and admired by everyone who saw him, Friday also had a
dark side: troubled, strong-minded, reckless, he would end up destroying himself. Tragically,
after years of alcohol and drug abuse, he died at the age of 38 without ever having fulfilled his
potential. The Greatest Footballer You Never Saw provides the first full appreciation of a man
too long forgotten by the world of football, and, along with a forthcoming film based on Friday's
life, with a screenplay by co-author Paolo Hewitt, this book will surely give him the cult status
he deserves.
The job of the centre-half (or central defender) is to stop opposing players from scoring. In this
first-ever cultural history of these traditionally bruising hard men, Leo Moynihan (Four Four
Two) explores the unique mindset and last-ditch, bone-crunching tackles of those hellbent on
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destroying glory. Football is often romanticised as 'The Beautiful Game'. If true then the game's
centre-half might be considered as the unsightly pimple on the end of its otherwise perfectly
formed nose. The stopper, the last line of defence, the big man with small ideas. The lump who
lumps it. Thou Shall Not Pass (the title comes from a command England captain Terry Butcher
would shout before every match) celebrates the football position where brutal characters are
loved for their hard-hitting tackles and bruising mentality and yet laughed at for their apparent
lack of skill. As well as covering the long and illustrious history of the centre-half, the book will
take the reader into the muddy penalty area frequented by our protagonists, into their domain.
The places they head the ball, the places they tackle, the places in which they will stop at
nothing to stop a forward. What makes them approach the game the way they do? What
makes them different from those whose sole purpose is flair? Rich with amazing anecdotes,
the book explore all aspects of the position and delve into the mentality of those who ply their
trade there: what makes a player willing to put his face in the way of danger, how have tactics
governed the role over the decades and what dark arts centre-halves must master in order to
stop their foes.
My TurnA Life of Total FootballNation BooksMy TurnA Life of Total FootballBold Type Books
In 1983, aged 36, Johan Cruyff, one of the world's most iconic football superstars, guided Ajax
to a league and cup double. Out of contract, most people, including the player, expected a
valedictory final season and a one-year extension. Inexplicably, Ajax let him go. They grossly
underestimated the fierce genius of Johan Cruyff. He signed for bitter rivals Feyenoord, leading
them to a league and cup double, silencing his critics and thrilling football fans everywhere.
Fierce Genius analyses this incredible season, as he evolves from player to coach. It is a
fascinating insight into his professional and private life. Imperious on the park, off it, he dealt
with kidnappings and bankruptcy after being defrauded by a conman. Bollen gets inside
Cruyff's mind, helping the reader understand the mentality which made him a top player and
successful coach. Fierce Genius: Cruyff's Year at Feyenoord is compelling, insightful and
poignant. Written with a journalistic tone, by an accomplished comedy writer, this is a warm,
affectionate and informative portrait of one of world football's greats.
With rare and unrivaled access, bestselling coauthor of Soccernomics and longtime Financial
Times journalist Simon Kuper tells the story of how FC Barcelona became the most successful
club in the world—and how that era is now ending FC Barcelona is not just the world’s highest
grossing sports club, it is simply one of the most influential organizations on the planet. At last
count, it had approximately 214 million social media followers, more than any other sports club
except Real Madrid CF—and by one earlier measure, more than all thirty-two NFL teams
combined. It has more in common with multinational megacompanies like Netflix or small
nation-states than it does with most soccer teams. No wonder its motto is “More than a club.”
But it was not always so. In the past three decades, Barcelona went from a regional team to a
global powerhouse, becoming a model of sustained excellence and beautiful soccer, and a
consistent winner of championships. Simon Kuper unravels exactly how this transformation
took place, paying special attention to the club’s two biggest stars, Johan Cruyff and Lionel
Messi, who is arguably the greatest soccer player of all time. Messi joined Barça at age
thirteen and, more than anyone, has been the engine and standard-bearer of Barcelona’s
glory. But his era is coming to an end—and with it, a once-in-a-lifetime golden run. This book
charts Barça’s rise and fall. Like many world-beating organizations, FC Barcelona closely
guards its secrets, granting few outsiders access to the Camp Nou, its legendary home
stadium. But after decades of writing about the sport and the club, Kuper was given access to
the inner sanctum and the people behind the scenes who strive daily to keep Barcelona at the
top. Erudite, personal, and capturing all the latest upheavals, his portrait of this incredible
institution goes beyond soccer to understand FC Barcelona as a unique social, cultural, and
political phenomenon.
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“An outstanding work … the [soccer] book of the decade.” —Sunday Business Post Inverting the
Pyramid is a pioneering soccer book that chronicles the evolution of soccer tactics and the
lives of the itinerant coaching geniuses who have spread their distinctive styles across the
globe. Through Jonathan Wilson's brilliant historical detective work we learn how the South
Americans shrugged off the British colonial order to add their own finesse to the game; how the
Europeans harnessed individual technique and built it into a team structure; how the game
once featured five forwards up front, while now a lone striker is not uncommon. Inverting the
Pyramid provides a definitive understanding of the tactical genius of modern-day Barcelona, for
the first time showing how their style of play developed from Dutch “Total Football,” which
itself was an evolution of the Scottish passing game invented by Queens Park in the 1870s
and taken on by Tottenham Hotspur in the 1930s. Inverting the Pyramid has been called the
“Big Daddy” (Zonal Marking) of soccer tactics books; it is essential for any coach, fan, player,
or fantasy manager of the beautiful game

'Compelling from start to finish...Downie does full justice to an extraordinary life'
Pete Davies, author of All Played Out. A stunning new biography of Socrates, the
iconic captain of the greatest Brazil side never to win the World Cup. Socrates
was always special. A hugely talented athlete who graduated in medicine yet
drank and smoked to excess. The attacking midfielder stood out - and not just
because of his 6'4" frame. Fans were enthralled by his inch-perfect passes, his
coolness in front of goal and his back heel, the trademark move that singled him
out as the most unique footballer of his generation. Off the pitch, he was just as
original, with a dedication to politics and social causes that no player has ever
emulated. His biggest impact came as leader of Corinthians Democracy - a
movement that gave everyone from the kitman to the president an equal say in
the running of the club. At a time when Brazil was ruled by a military dictatorship,
it was truly revolutionary. Passionate and principled, entertaining and erudite,
Socrates was as contradictory as he was complex. He was a socialist who voted
for a return of Brazil's monarchy, a fiercely independent individual who was the
ultimate team player, and a romantic who married four times and fathered six
children. Armed with Socrates' unpublished memoir and hours of newly
discovered interviews, Andrew Downie has put together the most comprehensive
and compelling account of this iconic figure. Based on conversations with family
members, close friends and former team-mates, this is a brilliant biography of a
man who always stood up for what he believed in, whatever the cost. 'Brilliantly
written and researched. Amazing life.' Alex Bellos, author of Futebol: The
Brazilian Way of Life
This fully updated edition of the international bestseller includes Pep Guardiola's
Bayern years and his decision to join Manchester City Pep Guardiola is the most
successful and sought after football coach in the world. After being appointed firstteam manager in 2008, he transformed Barcelona into arguably the greatest club
side of all time, winning an unprecedented thirteen trophies in four years.
Following a shock sabbatical from the game, he replaced Jupp Heynckes at the
helm of Bayern Munich at the start of the 2013-14 season, twice winning the
Double in his three years in charge. He then announced that he would be joining
Manchester City for the 2016-17 season, thereby beginning what could prove to
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be his greatest challenge yet: turning them into a team that consistently wins in
the most difficult of leagues and a regular challenger in the Champions League . .
. and doing it the Guardiola way. Guillem Balagué has followed Pep's career from
the outset and has had direct access to the man and his inner circle. This then is
the definitive portrait of Pep Guardiola and his relentless pursuit of footballing
perfection.
When a career-ending injury saw former Ireland and Millwall striker Richie Sadlier
retire from football at age 24, his life spiralled out of control. Without structure or
a sense of purpose, and fuelled by a dependency on alcohol, he spent years
running from the dark memories and feelings that had haunted him since
childhood. Until one day he hit rock bottom and decided to confront his demons.
Recovering written with Dion Fanning is about a life shaped by efforts to escape,
and how it is possible to rebuild that life, piece by piece, with the right help.
Inspiring and ground-breaking, it is an important reflection on the need to move
away from perceptions of shame in our discussions about mental health, sex,
relationships and addiction.
In these interviews, Cruyff talks about how he learned his trade and how he went
on to play for Barcelona and Ajax. He also explores the philosophy behind total
football, the driving force behind the great Dutch side of the 70s and a style of
football many top teams attempt to emulate today.
'I knew nothing about football before knowing Cruyff.' Pep Guardiola Johan Cruyff
is widely regarded as one of the greatest players in football history. Throughout
his playing career, he was synonymous with Total Football, a style of play in
which every player could play in any position on the pitch. Today, his philosophy
lives on in teams across Europe, from Barcelona to Bayern Munich and players
from Lionel Messi to Cesc Fabrecas. My Turn tells the story of Cruyff's life
starting at Ajax, where he won eight national titles and three European Cups
before moving to Barcelona where he won La Liga in his first season, in 1973,
and was named European Footballer of the Year. He won the Ballon d'Or three
times, and led the Dutch national team to the final of the 1974 World Cup,
famously losing to West Germany, and receiving the Golden Ball as the player of
the tournament. Off the field his life was more turbulent, surviving a kidnapping
attempt and bankruptcy. This honest and unflinching autobiography also explores
his life after retirement, when he became a hugely successful manager of Ajax
and then Barcelona when he won the Champions league with a young Pep
Guardiola in his team. My Turn is the inspirational account of a legendary football
hero, voted European Player of the Century, in his own words. In March 2016
Cruyff died after a short battle with lung cancer bringing world football to a
standstill in an outpouring of emotions. A brilliant teacher and analyst of the game
he love, My Turn is Johan Cruyff's legacy.
Peter Schmeichel is an undisputed giant of the global game -- and One: My
Autobiography is his story. As a serial winner and larger-than-life character with
Manchester United and Denmark, he rivalled Gordon Banks and Lev Yashin as
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the world's greatest goalkeeper. Sir Alex Ferguson, having paid just £505,000 to
sign him in 1991, hailed him as 'the bargain of the century'. Schmeichel would
become a key figure in United's successes during the ensuing decade, starting
with a first domestic league title in more than a quarter of a century. His
silverware spree culminated when he captained Ferguson's side in the incredible,
last-gasp Treble-clinching win over Bayern Munich in the 1999 Champions
League final. In One: My Autobiography he delivers the inside track on that crazy,
breathless night in Barcelona and on Old Trafford's galaxy of stars, including Eric
Cantona and David Beckham, not to mention United's visionary manager.
However, Schmeichel's story is no mere litany of triumphs and household names.
He tells how he nearly died aged 15, and recalls a turbulent relationship with his
father, an alcoholic Polish musician. His life after football, seldom straightforward,
is explored with astonishing candour. Peter's own son Kasper emulated him by
winning the Premier League with Leicester and taking over in Denmark's goal. It
is a proud legacy, ensuring that One: My Autobiography is actually the story of
two great goalkeeping Schmeichels.
In Wenger: My Life and Lessons in Red and White, world-renowned and
revolutionary soccer coach Arsène Wenger finally tells his own story for the very
first time. Wenger opens up about his life, sharing principles for success on and
off the field with lessons on leadership, personal development, and management.
This book charts his extraordinary career, including his rise from obscurity in
France and Japan to his 22 years at the helm of Arsenal Football Club. • Covers
the years of controversy that led up to his resignation in 2018 and his current
seat as chief of global football development for FIFA • Wenger offers studious
reflections on the game and his groundbreaking approach to motivation, mindset,
fitness, and the winning edge. •He popularized the attacking approach and belief
that the game should be entertaining. • Includes full-color photo insert. Among
the most successful managers of all time, Wenger, affectionately nicknamed "the
professor," has won multiple championships and run one undefeated and
unmatched English Premier League season. This is a must-read for Arsenal fans,
soccer fans, athletes, trainers, business leaders, and anyone seeking the tools
for success in work and life. The story of one of the most revered and successful
coaches—and his tactics and vision—in the world's largest sport • Makes a great
book for diehard soccer fans around the world • You'll love this book if you love
books like Alex Ferguson: My Biography by Alex Ferguson, Beckham: Both Feet
on the Ground: An Autobiography by David Beckham and Tom Watt, and Eleven
Rings: The Soul of Success by Phil Jackson and Hugh Delehanty. Digital audio
edition read by the author.
“Rahaman has, at last, written the definitive biography on his late brother, which
tells the real Ali story.” —Mike Tyson More words have been written about
Muhammad Ali than almost anyone else. He was, without doubt, the world’s
most-loved sportsman. At the height of his celebrity he was the most famous
person in the world. And yet, until now, the one voice missing belonged to the
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man who knew him best—his only sibling, and best friend, Rahaman Ali. No one
was closer to Ali than Rahaman. Born Cassius and Rudolph Arnett Clay, the two
brothers grew up together, lived together, trained together, travelled together,
and fought together in the street and in the ring. A near-constant fixture in his
sibling’s company, Rahaman saw Ali at both his best and his worst: the
relentless prankster and the jealous older brother, the outspoken advocate, the
husband and father. In My Brother, Muhammad Ali, Rahaman offers an insider's
perspective on the well-known stories as well as never-before-told tales, painting
a rich and intimate portrait of a proud, relentlessly polarizing, yet often vulnerable
man. In this extraordinary, poignant memoir, Rahaman tells a much bigger and
more personal story than in any other book on Muhammad Ali—that of two
brothers, almost inseparable from birth to death. It is the final and most important
perspective on an iconic figure.
HOW TO BECOME THE PERFECT FOOTBALLER WITH THE BESTSELLING
FOOTBALL INFLUENCERS We are The F2. And this is Ultimate Footballer. We
have scoured the planet and analysed what components you need to become the
perfect footballer: the speed of Mbappé, the dribbling of Hazard, the tekkers of
Neymar and the tackling of Ramos. If you want to add skills like the Özil bounce
pass, the Messi soft scoop and the Neymar rainbow, then look no further. And
this time we reveal the secret tips told to us by the top Pros behind the scenes.
And once you've put your ultimate footballer together, you can compare with
ours. Who has the best? You decide. There's a free app to download that will
make the pages come to life with exclusive videos, tricks and games. So, what
are you waiting for? Open, read, learn, download and get out on the pitch and
practise.
For soccer enthusiasts and sports fans in general, an in-depth look at the life of
the beautiful game’s greatest star, Argentine footballer Lionel Messi. Whether
you call it soccer, football, fútbol, or the “beautiful game," it is the most popular
sport in the world, and Argentine footballer Lionel Messi stands as one of its
finest players—not only of his time, but of all time. Admired around the globe for
his athleticism, skill, and fierce competitiveness, Messi has, at the age of 24,
already shattered records at one of the most storied clubs in the world, FC
Barcelona. Now, in this comprehensive biography, Messi fans can learn more
about his life and career. Argentine journalist Leonardo Faccio describes how
Messi, as a talented youth player in Buenos Aires, left his home for Spain in
search of the medical help his family could not afford to treat his rare hormone
deficiency. Small of stature, but possessing tremendous natural gifts, Messi
developed into a star at Barcelona’s famed Masia soccer school. In this book,
Faccio has written not only a biography of an enigmatic celebrity, but a
meditation on athletic genius, drawing on interviews with Messi himself, as well
as with everyone from his family, teammates, childhood friends—even his favorite
butcher. In-depth and intimate, soccer fans who enjoy watching Messi come alive
on the field will delight as he comes alive on the page.
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Even people who don't know football know Pelé. The best of a generation of
Brazilian players universally acknowledged as the most accomplished and
attractive group of footballers ever to play the game, he won the World Cup three
times and is Brazil's all-time record goalscorer. But how did this man -- a
sportsman, a mere footballer, like many others -- become a global icon? Was it
just by being the best at what he did, or do people respond to some other
quality? The world's greatest footballer now gives us the full story of his incredible
life and career. Told with his characteristic grace and modesty, but covering all
aspects of his playing days and his subsequent careers as politician, international
sporting ambassador and cultural icon, PELE: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY is an
essential volume for all sports fans, and anyone who admires true rarity of spirit.
The autobiography of Dutch soccer legend Johan Cruyff, whose remarkable life
and impeccable style have influenced star players and clubs for decades Johan
Cruyff embodied a footballing philosophy that now dominates coaching and
playing styles in all the leading club sides around the world. You can dispute
whether Cruyff was the greatest player ever--he was certainly one of the top
three--but he is undoubtedly the player who single-handedly changed the nature
of the game. My Turn tells the story of Cruyff's remarkable career, built on the
techniques he learned playing in the streets of postwar Amsterdam while hoping
to be noticed by the city's famous club, Ajax. He would eventually inspire that
team to eight league championships and three European cups. He won his first of
three Ballons d'Or at twenty-four in 1971. In 1973, Cruyff was sold to Barcelona
for a world-record transfer fee. He led the Catalans to victory in La Liga for the
first time since 1960, and went on to leave a lasting mark on Spanish soccer. In
the 1974 World Cup, Cruyff propelled the Dutch team to the final for the first time.
Cruyff's lasting influence, however, is not in the medals he won, but in the style of
play he epitomized and then applied to the Barcelona and Ajax teams he
coached. His vision of "Total Football" transformed the way soccer was played,
and its dazzling fluidity became the basis of the most admired sides around the
world. He was the sport's uncompromising genius on and off the field of play.
Invincible by Amy Lawrence: A gripping insider's account of how Bergkamp,
Henry, Vieira and Pires became the first team in 100 years to go the entire
season undefeated 2014 Writer of the Year, Football Supporters' Federation 'This
book is so full of exclusive interviews you'll soon feel like part of the squad. A
worthy tribute to one of English football's best ever teams, it makes you long for
one more game at Highbury' Shortlist 'Unbeatable insight' Henry Winter, Daily
Telegraph In 2003-04, a team that played with lightning speed and lustrous skill
fulfilled Wenger's lifelong dream - to go a whole season unbeaten. They pushed
and inspired each other, bringing the best out of strong characters like Jens
Lehmann, a self-styled 'Mad German', Sol Campbell, an intense competitor,
Robert Pirès, an instant friend if you give him a football, Patrick Vieira, a softspoken, battle-hardened captain, Gilberto, a thoughtful Brazilian, Thierry Henry, a
supremely gifted and obsessed scorer and creator, and Dennis Bergkamp, the
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perfectionist conductor. Based on exclusive player interviews, and with a
foreword and afterword by Arsene Wenger, this definitive book allows the
Invincibles to tell their own story. Football writer Amy Lawrence weaves together
the team's recollections, and the testimonies of other key players and
protagonists around the club, to relive the pivotal games and moments. From the
battle of Old Trafford to jubilation at White Hart Lane, from training ground sparks
to dressing room revelations, readers will go behind closed doors, onto the pitch,
and into the players' minds to understand the teamwork and the psychology to go
unbeaten. Published in time for the 10-year anniversary, this is a must-have read
for any Arsenal fan. It will be enjoyed by readers of memoirs by Dennis
Bergkamp and Tony Adams, and will also appeal to football fans everywhere who
enjoy classic sports books such as The Damned United. Amy Lawrence has
watched football avidly since her first trip to Highbury at the age of six, and has
written about it, mostly for the Guardian and the Observer, for twenty years. She
lives in London.
How can one striker be better than three? Why do the best defenders never need
to make a tackle? What's the secret of Tiki-taka? Welcome to Ruud Gullit's
masterclass on how to 'read' a match. From his unrivalled perspective as player,
manager and pundit, the Dutch football legend shows us everything to look for in
a 90 minute match. From formations and tactical decisions to player qualities and
pivotal moments, Ruud Gullit unveils the hidden patterns on the pitch. Packed
with his acute insights, original observations and talking points, How to Watch
Football will quite simply change the way you see the beautiful game.
The Netherlands has been one of the world's most distinctive and sophisticated
football cultures. From the birth of Total Football in the sixties, through two
decades of World Cup near misses to the exiles who remade clubs like AC Milan,
Barcelona, Arsenal and Chelsea in their own image, the Dutch have often been
dazzlingly original and influential. The elements of their style (exquisite skills,
adventurous attacking tactics, a unique blend of individual creativity and
teamwork, weird patterns of self-destruction) reflect and embody the country's
culture and history. This book lays bare the elegant, fractured soul of the Dutch
Masters and the culture that spawned them by exploring and analysing its key
ideas, institutions, personalities and history in the context of wider Dutch society.
Once upon a time football was run by modest local businessmen. Today it is the
plaything of billionaire oligarchs, staggeringly wealthy from oil and gas, from
royalty, or from murkier sources. But who are these new masters of the universe?
Where did all their money come from? And what do they want with our beautiful
game? While almost cloaked in secrecy, the billionaire owner has to raise his
head above the bunker when it comes to football ownership – a rare Achilles heel
that allows access to worlds normally off limits journalists and outsiders. In the
Billionaires Club James Montague delves deeper than anyone ever dared, to tell
this story for the first time. He criss-crosses the world – from Dhaka to Doha, from
China to Crewe, from St Louis to London, from Bangkok to Belgium – to profile
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this new elite, their network of money and their influence that defies geographic
boundaries. The Billionaires Club is part history of club ownership, part in-depth
investigation into the money and influence that connects the super-rich around
the globe, and part travel book as he follows the ever-shifting trail around the
globe in an attempt to reveal the real force behind modern-day football. At its
heart The Billionaires Club is a football book, about some of the biggest clubs in
the world. But it is also about something bigger: the world around us, the global
economy, where the world is headed and how football has become an essential
cog in this machine.
**Winner of the 2018 Telegraph Sports Book Awards Sports Bestseller of the Year** 'Very
funny on almost every page, wonderfully self-deprecating and very sharp on the ludicrous
behaviour of the modern player' - Sunday Times 'The funniest man in British sport' - Metro
Featured on BBC Radio 2 with Chris Evans You become a footballer because you love
football. And then you are a footballer, and you’re suddenly in the strangest, most baffling
world of all. A world where one team-mate comes to training in a bright red suit with matching
top-hat, cane and glasses, without any actual glass in them, and another has so many sports
cars they forget they have left a Porsche at the train station. Even when their surname is
incorporated in the registration plate. So walk with me into the dressing-room, to find out which
players refuse to touch a football before a game, to discover why a load of millionaires never
have any shower-gel, and to hear what Cristiano Ronaldo says when he looks at himself in the
mirror. We will go into post-match interviews, make fools of ourselves on social media and try
to ensure that we never again pay £250 for a haircut that should have cost a tenner. We’ll be
coached and cajoled by Harry Redknapp, upset Rafa Benitez and be soothed by the sound of
an accordion played by Sven-Goran Eriksson’s assistant Tord Grip. There will be some very
bad music and some very bad decisions. I am Peter Crouch. This is How To Be A Footballer.
Shall we? Can’t get enough of Crouch? Tune into That Peter Crouch Podcast on Radio 5 Live
Beautiful Bridesmaids Dressed in Oranje: The Unfulfilled Glory of Dutch Football is the story of
a dazzling football dream. Built on the club successes of Ajax and Feyenoord, it's a utopian
ideal that blazed with a bright but ephemeral Oranje flame, scorching the football pitches of the
world in the 1970s. Although Dutch clubs dominated the European Cup from 1969 to 1973,
until 1974 the Oranje had failed to qualify for a World Cup for 36 years. Two finals then
followed in successive tournaments, as 'totaalvoetbal' burst from its chrysalis, proudly
revealing to the world its wings adorned with vivid shades of Oranje. The winners were the
brides. It was their day, but the Dutch sides were more beautiful, yet so fragile, and football
loved them for it. This isn't merely a tale of bridesmaids who came so close yet failed
gloriously. It is the celebration of a footballing counter-culture, a revolution, a flame that burned
so brightly, but so briefly. It's the story of those Beautiful Bridesmaids Dressed in Oranje.
FC Barcelona are the greatest football team in the world, the greatest for a generation and
possibly the greatest of all time. This is the inside story of how the team came to redefine how
the game is played, told by the journalist closer to it than any other. This edition contains a new
epilogue reflecting on the departure of Pep Guardiola and Spain's victory at Euro 2012.
Megan Rapinoe, Olympic gold medallist and two-time Women's World Cup champion, has
become a galvanizing force for social change; here, she urges all of us to take up the mantle,
with actions big and small, to continue the fight for justice and equality. Using anecdotes from
her own life and career, from suing the United States Soccer Federation alongside her
teammates over gender discrimination to her widely publicized refusal to visit the White House,
Rapinoe discusses the obligation we all have to speak up, and reveals the impact each of us
can have on our communities.
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Andrés Iniesta is the Barcelona and Spain legend, rated by the likes of Cristiano Ronaldo,
Lionel Messi, Luis Suarez and Paul Scholes as one of the greatest footballers of all time. This
is the thinking fan's footballer with a thinking fan's football book. Andrés Iniesta was twelve
years old when scouts invited him into Barcelona's famous La Masia academy. Shortly after he
joined the club, Barca legend Pep Guardiola remarked of him, 'This lad is going to retire us all.'
Iniesta rapidly became a permanent fixture in the Barca midfield, propelling the club to a raft of
trophies, including eight La Liga championships and four Champions League titles. With his
country he has won the European Championship twice, and scored the winning goal in the
2010 World Cup final. Behind the wonderfully graceful passing and movement, and the
accolades and trophies he has garnered, there exists an intelligent and thoughtful man who,
until now, has let his beautifully skilful feet do the talking. In The Artist: Being Iniesta, the
Spanish maestro paints a vivid self-portrait, in his own words but also in those of his coaches,
team-mates, opponents, friends and family. The result is intriguing.
Carlo Ancelotti is one of the greatest managers of all time, with five Champions League titles to
his name. Yet his approach could not be further from the aggressive theatricals favoured by
many of his rivals. His understated style has earned him the fierce loyalty of players like David
Beckham, Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Cristiano Ronaldo. In Quiet Leadership, Ancelotti reveals the
full, riveting story of his managerial career - his methods, mentors, mistakes and triumphs and takes us inside the dressing room to trace the characters, challenges and decisions that
have shaped him. The result is both a scintillating memoir and a rare insight into the business
of leadership.
From the war-ravaged streets of Sarajevo, where turning up for training involved dodging
snipers' bullets, to the crumbling splendour of Budapest's Bozsik Stadium, where the likes of
Puskás and Kocsis masterminded the fall of England, the landscape of Eastern Europe has
changed immeasurably since the fall of communism. Jonathan Wilson has travelled
extensively behind the old Iron Curtain, viewing life beyond the fall of the Berlin Wall through
the lens of football. Where once the state-controlled teams of the Eastern bloc passed their
way with crisp efficiency - a sort of communist version of total football - to considerable
success on the European and international stages, today the beautiful game in the East has
been opened up to the free market, and throughout the region a sense of chaos pervades. The
threat of totalitarian interference no longer remains; but in its place mafia control is generally
accompanied with a crippling lack of funds. In BEHIND THE CURTAIN Jonathan Wilson goes
in search of the spirit of Hungary's 'Golden Squad' of the early fifties, charts the disintegration
of the footballing superpower that was the former Yugoslavia, follows a sorry tale of corruption,
mismanagement and Armenian cognac through the Caucasuses, reopens the case of Russia's
greatest footballer, Eduard Streltsov, and talks to Jan Tomaszewski about an autumn night at
Wembley in 1973...
The methods and philosophies of the coaches at one of the most successful Clubs in the
history of European soccer. The current Manchester United manager made a name for himself
in the world of football while at dutch super club Ajax Amsterdam. This book chronicles his time
in charge there with unprecedented inside access to the methods and philosophies that
produced not only championship teams but also world class players.

In Stillness and Speed, one of football's most enigmatic stars finally opens up
about his life and career, revealing the things that motivate and inspire him.
Viewed by many as one of the most influential figures in Premier League history,
and scorer of the goal that Arsenal fans voted the best in the club's history,
Dennis Bergkamp is a true giant of the game. As a youngster, Bergkamp learned
from the Dutch master Johan Cruyff. By the time the pupil was ready to graduate
from Ajax and move abroad, he was ready to spread the word, but in Italy he
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found few willing listeners. It was only when he moved to Arsenal and linked up
with Arsene Wenger that he met someone else who shared his vision for
football's possibilities. Bergkamp became central to everything the club did: now
he had become the teacher, their creative genius, and the one who inspired
some of the wayward old guard to new heights, helping them to seven major
trophies. Few footballers' books make you think anew, but in Stillness and Speed
Bergkamp presents a new vision for the game and how it might be played. He
was a player like no other; his story is told like no other. It is a book that will
inspire football fans everywhere, whatever their allegiance.
‘Illuminated by finely turned phrases and vivid insights’ - Richard Williams,
Guardian Sports Books of the Year. Thierry Henry – gifted, charismatic and a
genuinely world-class footballer – has passed into Arsenal legend as the hero of
a team that finally ended Manchester United’s dominance. But as he
approached the autumn of his career, Thierry’s crown began to slip – from the
infamous ‘Hand of Gaul’ incident to a dismal World Cup 2010 campaign.
Suddenly, a player who Arsene Wenger once dubbed ‘the greatest striker ever’,
a man who had spent his career at the very top of the game, began to learn how
lonely such a position could be. Drawing from numerous interviews and
impeccable sources, as well as his own observations over the course of Henry’s
entire career, award-winning author Philippe Auclair has produced the most
complete portrait of the Arsenal hero ever to be written. Clear-eyed, lyrical and
passionately argued, Thierry Henry: Lonely at the Top is as raw, shocking and
thought-provoking as it is celebratory of Henry’s outstanding flair and talent.
The Sunday Times Bestseller and Number 1 Sport Book of 2016 'A tale that's
truly inspirational' The Sun An ordinary lad from Sheffield, Jamie Vardy has
become known as an against-the-odds footballing hero the world over. Yet a few
years ago, things couldn’t have been any more different. Rejected as a teenager
by his boyhood club, Jamie thought his chance was gone. But from playing pub
football and earning £30 a week at Stocksbridge Park Steels, while still working
in a factory, his off-the-cuff performances saw him rise. Jamie had a wild and
turbulent youth, but football became his saving grace and, once he filled his
boots with goals at FC Halifax Town and Fleetwood Town, he moved to Leicester
City. After the miracle of surviving relegation, the team of unlikely outsiders
bonded together to achieve the unthinkable: Jamie set the record as the first
player to score in 11 consecutive Premier League matches and Leicester beat
odds of 5000-1 to become champions. Jamie has now been nominated for the
Ballon d’Or, firmly establishing himself as one of England’s leading goal scoring
footballers. Not forgetting his roots, however, he has set up the V9 Academy in a
bid to find the next big talent from non-league football. Defying all expectations,
this is the story of the boy from nowhere who reached the top in his own
unflinching, honest words.
From Cruyff's "Total Football" to the epic rivalry between Guardiola and
Mourinho, a gripping chronicle of the rise and fall of Barcelona's dominance in
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world soccer. Barcelona's style of play--pressing and possessing--is the single
biggest influence on modern soccer. In The Barcelona Inheritance, Jonathan
Wilson reveals how and why this came to pass, offering a deep analysis of the
evolution of soccer tactics and style. In the late 1990s, Johan Cruyff's Dream
Team was disintegrating and the revolutionary manager had departed, but his
style gave birth to a new generation of thinkers, including Pep Guardiola and
José Mourinho. Today, their teams are first and second in the Premier League,
marking the latest installment in a rivalry that can be traced back twenty-five
years. The Barcelona Inheritance is a book about the tactics, the personalities,
the friendships, and, in one case, an apocalyptic falling-out that continue to
shape the game today.
The story of one of the most recognisable and successful players in world
football. Didier Drogba is renowned for his heading ability, sharp shooting and
sheer strength. He has played for his native Ivory Coast and for clubs in France,
China and Turkey, but it is as a Chelsea striker that he is best known. His feats
with Chelsea have made him a cult hero among supporters. In Didier Drogba's
honest and revealing autobiography he will talk about life as an immigrant in
Paris, the importance of his education and how finding success later than most
professional footballers has kept him grounded. In 2012 Didier was voted
Chelsea's greatest ever player. He talks from a privileged behind-the-scenes
position about tactics and how he felt mentally and physically as well as
anecdotes from the dressing room. Didier provides unique insight into important
and controversial matches from the first trophy he won with them in 2005 to the
Premier League title a decade later; as well as what persuaded him to stay when
he was at his lowest ebb. Away from football Drogba has been widely applauded
for his involvement in trying to broker peace in the Ivorian civil war - he is a UN
Goodwill Ambassador and does a huge amount of work with the Didier Drogba
Foundation - Time magazine named him one of the world's 100 most influential
people. Go behind the scenes at Stamford Bridge and find out about life on and
off the field for this humble Chelsea hero.
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